Aim to be the best you can be... Aim to be the best you can be...

We’re Valuing Ourselves!
2016—2017

GRIT—Growth Mindset
Democracy
Rule of Law
Individual Liberty
Mutual Respect
Tolerance

Challenge—Never giving up!
Trust
Polite
Enjoyment
Respect
Friendship

Name ___________________ Class ___

Our school is a good place to
be because we all abide by
our School Values and
demonstrate British Values
We’re Valuing Ourselves!
2016—2017

5. Mutual
1.
We show
Respect—We
GRIT—Growth,
mightResilience,
not always agree
with
Initiative,
other people,
and Tenacity.
but we try to show respect
for their thoughts and feelings.
We can give respect to others and we can
expect other people to show us respect.

6. Tolerance of those of different faiths and
beliefs—We accept that other people might
have different beliefs to ours and welcome
them into our school community

Challenge—Never giving
Respect
up

Date

Merit

Signed

Well done! You have shown ‘GRIT’ and have challenged yourself
Keep on going...

Christian Roots

Date

Merit

Signed

Well done! You have ‘Valued Yourself’ demonstrating all of the
school values.

1. Mutual
5.
We show
Respect—We
GRIT—Growth,
mightResilience,
not always agree
with
Initiative,
other people,
and Tenacity.
but we try to show respect
for their thoughts and feelings.
We can give respect to others and we can
expect other people to show us respect.

2. Democracy— We all play our part in making
decisions and trust that people in school will
listen to everyone’s voice.

Challenge—Never giving
Respect
up

Date

Merit

Well done! You have modelled mutual respect.
Keep on going...

Signed

Trust

Date

Merit

Well done! You have demonstrated democracy
Keep on going...

Signed

3. Rule of Law—We know the importance of
rules and do our best to follow them as this
keeps everyone safe.

4. Individual Liberty—As long as we do not
break any rules we can make choices and
have our own opinions about things.

Polite

Date

Merit

Signed

Well done! You have shown that you understand the class rules
Keep on going...

Enjoyment

Date

Merit

Signed

Well done! You have enjoyed finding what you like as an
individual. Keep on going...

